
Q: How did your company get 
started?
A: EPIC Fuels traces its roots back 
to 1940 when we opened our doors 
as Valley Oil, a heating oil 
distributor in Salem, Oregon. Over 
the past four decades, we have 
been dedicated to supplying 
aviation fuels. In 2018, we were 
acquired by BBA Aviation (now 
known as Signature Aviation).

Q: What characteristics 
do you most credit for 
your Supplier of the 
Year achievement?
A: Our risk management/quality 
control team has played a pivotal 
role in driving the adoption of SAF 
by spearheading several 
industry-first projects. Their 
unwavering curiosity, creative 
thinking, and relentless hard work 
have been instrumental in 
making our SAF program the 
resounding success it is today.
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Sustainable aviation fuel 
and traditional jet fuel

Award: Sustainability
Demonstrating leadership, outstanding 
performance or successful partnerships in a formal, 
measurable sustainability program and culture of 
sustainable leadership.
Q: What does it mean to be recognized as    
a Supplier of the Year?
A: When EPIC launched our Sustainable Aviation Fuel (SAF) 
program in 2012, SAF was virtually unknown. This recognition as 
Boeing's Supplier of the Year for Sustainability, over a decade 
later, is a testament to the dedication of our team and our 
collaborative partners, including Boeing. We are deeply honored to 
receive this award!

Q: What should people know 
about your company?
A: The three EPIC employees that 
collaborate most closely with Boeing 
have been with our organization for a 
combined 86 years!
Q: How do you inspire your 
employees?
A: We listen and build relationships 
with one another through open and 
transparent conversations. Acting with 
integrity allows us to lead with trust –
a core value at the center of our 
business. 

Q: What is your company 
vision/mission?
A: Signature Aviation's vision is to 
lead private aviation towards 
achieving net-zero carbon 
emissions by 2050. As an 
organization, we've set ambitious 
emissions reduction targets, and 
we take pride in delivering 
tangible, quantifiable progress.

Q: How does your company 
exemplify excellence?
A: In the aviation fuel supply world, 
most transactions are very 
straightforward. At EPIC, we exemplify 
excellence through our willingness to 
step outside the conventional 
boundaries of our industry and engage 
in projects that demand a high degree 
of complexity. We take pride in going 
the extra mile to assist our customers 
with groundbreaking projects.
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